Corona News 06/26/2021 Testing vaccination self-test and what else
We still remember: At the beginning of the year, a run on the self-tests, which could be bought at Aldi,
Lidl and Co., at a price of 5 euros each or a pack of 5 for just 22 euros. Sold after 1-2 hours, long queues
at the shop door in the morning. In the meantime, a lot of time has passed, many use the citizen test,
which is still free but not forever, some can no longer be tested because the vaccination numbers rise,
and the test numbers fall. And now, completely unnoticed, the stores that have secured stocks want
to empty their warehouses and so the rapid tests have been selling off since this week. While various
self-tests are available in stores for less than one euro, but they can still be used well into 2022, they
are available online for as little as 75 cents, it's hard to believe you are ordering. Only online pricing
e.g. B. at Amazon is not yet entirely consistent because there are too many providers: While test A
costs 0.80 cents as a single price, the 5-pack costs 6.99 euros, the 10-pack then 11.49 euros. Very
logical. A salesperson put it this morning in a retail store when I wanted to reserve tests: You don't
need to reserve, I have enough there, nobody wants them anymore. We won't need them again for 3
to 4 months, when the numbers rise again. He is right. And also with its addition: Then there are no
longer those for 1 euro, but again for the usual prices of 3 - 4 euros.
So it will come. Even Spahn reported in a press conference today that not only are the test numbers
logically decreasing because of increasing vaccination numbers, but vaccination numbers are also
falling, which would mean that there are already places where you can get a vaccination appointment
within a short period of time, he mentions 1 - 2 days could get. He even knows practices that have
vaccine left over. Now we have to approach the citizens who have not yet been vaccinated and are still
thinking about it and convince them. Aha, he'll do it with a doorstep campaign.
As many others expect, Mr. Lauterbach will of course see a new wave again in autumn, you can quite
simply say the usual increase in numbers is coming, of course because of the many freedoms used, but
also because the virus is more active again in colder times becomes. The statement made by aerosol
researcher Dr. Gerhard Scheuch, who downplayed the risk of infection outside by claiming that an
incidence of 7 means that in a football stadium with 100,000 people there are only 7 among them who
would infect others. But if there were only 10,000 people in a stadium, that would mean 0.7 people
were among them. So the risk of infection is zero, because outside the chance of being infected
decreases anyway. That's not true. Why ? Because the 0.7 people to try on the grounds of Dr. Scheuch,
there are still hundreds of people, namely around 20% of 10,000, who are now fully vaccinated but
can still spread the virus without being visibly affected themselves. However, these people are no
longer included in the incidence number, as are all those who have no externally visible signs even
without a vaccination and who spread the virus, especially in the lower age groups. And a description
by football moderator Jochen Breyer, who reports how the Danes hugged and danced in the stands
and tore their masks off their faces, yes, that is part of football, but also the headline on the Maybrit
Illner website (Quote): Delta cheers in the stands (end of quote); Translated: Ideal for the highly
contagious India variant to spread out well. But D. Scheuch forgot to report. And by the way, everyone
agreed on the subject of the European Championship in London, which, with 60,000 visitors to the
finals and the India variants that were just emerging there, were ideal prerequisites for an explosion
of the infection. Allegedly, however, no foreign football fan would get tickets.

I just want to say one thing about this: In which dream world do some actually live, seriously to assert
it all? I won't say more, I don't want to give any tips. What is clear, however, and cannot be overlooked:
The variant from India is spreading incessantly all over the world, and in Germany it is now said to
make up around 15% of infections; And one thing is clear: By confusing people through travel, flying,
vacation, European championships, etc., the people infected with India will take the virus with them
to corners where it has hardly occurred before, and will be amazed again in 2 months at the latest
German experts, how it could come that the variants now account for over 50% of the infections in
Germany.
So that the pensioners do not get too annoyed before the election, it has already been announced that
due to the Corona pandemic in 2021, of course, no pension increases will be made, but very likely again
in 2022. The reasonably informed citizen is now asking himself: Wait a minute, there Hundreds of
billions of euros have to be brought in again over tens of years through the last 18 months of Corona,
the number of retirees is also increasing again and again, keyword high-birth cohorts, and then almost
100 billion euros in new budgetary debts in 2022, and then there are pension increases? Yes, dear
friends, until September 2021 they will be available for free, the CDU / CSU promises. Of course,
without the addition until September, because the election program says nothing about increases. But
since money doesn't grow on trees, it will be hot after the election, that's for sure. But the Ministry of
Finance under Scholz is already claiming that there will be a balanced budget again in 2023. When the
right person comes to power. Oh, a kind of recommendation - or blackmail?
You still know Mr. Reitschuster, I have already reported several times: A well-known journalist from
Berlin who reports critically, currently participates almost every day in what I call Corona - Federal
Press Conference and the most well-known participant at the same time, because he always has so
critical and difficult to answer questions to representatives the federal government provides. He has
z. B. on Youtube 280,000 subscribers and various other social media channels and is blocked here and
there for a short or longer period of time for its content. He talks about the "unpleasant" journalist as
he should be because of his "exploitation" of freedom of expression is no longer locked away as it used
to be. B. worked with social ostracism and simply carried out the above-mentioned blocking. In a talk
show on Servus TV with the topic “Failure of the media” he also talks about the fact that there are now
colleagues, he talks about Thilo Jung, who complained about him, called him a social democratic
person “right-wing radical” on the grounds , he regularly brings the government into situations where
they no longer know what to say. Why am I telling you this? Because he's exactly right. In this case, the
more critically you report about Corona and the trappings such as scams and frauds, the more critical
you are, the less information you get. In practice, this means that ministries simply no longer answer
their email inquiries, they do not take calls and more.
But I would like to report again about the AstraZeneca vaccine and what scientists at Ulm University
have found out in this context. Among other things, the SWR reported in "Aktuell" about it.
Incidentally, the report is repeatedly deleted on social media if something is to be covered up. So here
again to freshen up: The University of Ulm is said to have found out that in an AstraZeneca vaccine
there is more than 66% substances in the bottles that did not belong there, according to the moderator
of the show. And only around 33% vaccine. Unfortunately, Prof. Kochanek at the University of Gene
Therapy also finds this unusual.

These are human and viral proteins that are necessary for the manufacture of the vaccine, but which
are normally removed at the end of the development chain. The results of his results obtained with
several vaccine batches were passed on by the University of Ulm to all important institutions such as
EMA, STIKO, Paul Ehrlich Institute, at the time of the report it was more than 6 weeks ago. Result ? No
reaction from any of the institutes, not even from the manufacturer. It is also clear to me, because he
wants to have his nice vaccination plan destroyed. And the citizens forget quickly and as we know, the
run on AstraZeneca is just as big as on all other vaccines, nobody notices.
Göttingen, yes Göttingen. Not a day goes by when the city of Göttingen once again boasts of doing
something particularly great when it comes to Corona. The word self-evident has been abolished, along
with speaking such as “make an effort” or “do the best”. After we have been vaccinating for a good 6
months and testing for much longer, the city of Göttingen has now installed a video on You Tube that
provides information about the corona tests and corona vaccinations, the office for integration of the
city of Göttingen has taken care of that. The video is then also available in 13 different languages.
Allegedly, the video should also reach citizens who are not reached by German-speaking media. Why
not ? Because you still can't speak German after 10 years? The city calls this an important action,
apparently so important that the project is implemented after six months, but has nothing to do with
the upcoming local elections in September 2021, does it? But then it seems to be more difficult to find
the video. In any case, I didn't manage to do that on You Tube, and the corona button on the homepage
of the city of Göttingen is gone. The videos can be found in the following languages under Science and
Economics, then News under Life: German, Spanish, English, Bulgarian, Urdu, Farsi, Turkish, Arabic,
Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian, Kurdish, Polish, Romanian and Russian . And who doesn't know: URDU is
spoken in India, Nepal and Pakistan, FARSI is spoken in Iran and Iraq.
The topic of ventilation systems in schools is brand new in the corona discussion, now again on the talk
shows. BRAND NEW. After this topic was big BEFORE the summer holidays last year and people talked
about it and then after some schools had ordered the systems to ban it again. That means the schools
were not upgraded or rebuilt on a large scale. And now before the summer holidays 2021: Again the
same topic, again the same speeches and we are already talking about it: So the systems for
installation, it is already too late for this year, by then the winter will be here. Yes, why didn't you just
take care of it and move your ass? Stupid politics, that's all. EVERY school in Germany could have had
the facilities long ago, but no, a lot of stupid talk, puffing out hot air, nothing else.
Finally, excerpts from an interview that was broadcast yesterday on NDR Info with interview partner
Jannis Bischof, economist at the University of Mannheim, on the subject: Does government aid reach
the right people? Here are a few interesting excerpts, some of which I commented on. The interview
is based on surveys of over 10,000 companies regarding corona and aid. Many are pleased, but there
are also companies that still feel neglected because they are still severely affected by the restrictions,
such as hotels with few business trips, catering at trade fairs or major events. Look there: It is reported
that the company has discovered in these times how well online conferences work and how much
money can be saved if face-to-face meetings are no longer held. Therefore, some companies fear that
even after Corona, sales will no longer be the same as before the pandemic. All I can say about this is
that times are changing, business processes too, and a modern company must also modernize.
In practice, this means: At some point the restrictions caused by Corona will be gone, and so will
government aid. Then every company will have to stand on its own two feet again. If that doesn't work
after a certain amount of time, it has to reorient itself or close. Many companies found the application
for help complicated (ask 10,000 Hartz IV recipients how they feel about the application). And now a
great number: 40% of the companies surveyed see it as the biggest hurdle to get help that they have
not even met the criteria. (Note: Even the federal government's great economic aid cornucopia has its
limits). The scientist explains that companies see it as needy but have not received any help.

(Where is that not available ?!). He seriously asks everyone what is to be reimbursed, only the losses
or also the lost profits? In his understanding and from the point of view of some companies, it would
be correct that the taxpayer has to reimburse us for every single euro that we earn less, we close for
the general good and our business suffers because we are fighting the pandemic for the good of all.
He thinks it is right that at least for small businesses, under certain conditions, lost profits are partially
reimbursed. (Oh, and the many citizens who have stayed at home for months for the benefit of
everyone and receive 60% short-time allowance for this, what about lost profit and loss compensation
in general, which the economy receives 100%?).
Thanks is enough for me. I see the poor economy. Those who have received and are getting the most
complain the most. As always. That is animated democracy. While some, the taxpayers, who pay the
coal for the companies, the taxpayers, also known as employees, get a double receipt: should work
even longer for the costs of the pandemic, take less vacation and later retire with less money. A case
for the psychiatrist.

